NEW CONSTRUCTION & MAJOR RENOVATIONS (4/27/2021)
Memorandum of Understanding for Path 3: Whole Building
Streamlined Path
The Whole Building Streamlined Path (“Program”) is provided by The Connecticut Light and Power Company
(CL&P) and/or Yankee Gas Services Company (Yankee Gas) each dba Eversource Energy (Eversource) and
The United Illuminating Company (UI), The Southern Connecticut Gas Company (SCG), and Connecticut Natural
Gas Corporation (CNG), subsidiaries of AVANGRID, Inc. (collectively The Companies) as a comprehensive new
construction offering for buildings more than 20,000 sf when The Companies are engaged early in the project’s
design process. The purpose of the Program is to reduce building electrical and thermal energy demand and
consumption by implementing cost-effective design alternatives early, before the end of design development,
when changes are still feasible.
Project Eligibility
1. Customer should engage The Companies before the end of design development.
2. Projects must be new buildings, building additions, or complete renovations of existing buildings. Qualifying
major renovations are such that occupancy is not possible during construction and where the project scope
includes at least 3 of the following systems: (1) HVAC, (2) DHW, (3) lighting, and (4) envelope
3. Participants must be a customer of one of The Companies.
Key Customer Commitments
1. Engage The Companies between pre-schematic design and the completion of the projects design
development phase
2. Work collaboratively with each other and with Energize CT-authorized technical assistance (TA) vendor to
maximize energy savings
3. Participate in an energy efficiency charrette before the end of design development
4. Provide design drawings through 90% Construction Documents
Key Commitments of The Companies
1. Assign a pre-qualified technical assistance TA vendor to lead an Energy Charrette and provide technical
assistance throughout design (TA vendor participation in charrette and all design assistance is funded
100% by The Companies)
2. Provide energy analysis to determine savings and incentives
3. Assist customer in making informed decisions about including energy conservation strategies in the project
4. Pay customers an incentive for each energy conservation measure (ECM) that is included in the project and
a multi-end use incentive to qualifying projects (see summary of incentives in Table 1 that follows)
5. Offer Design Team Incentives to qualifying projects (see summary of incentives in Table 1 that follows)
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This document outlines the roles and responsibilities of each party to set transparent expectations for all parties
participating in the Program. Under no circumstances does this Memorandum require customers or design teams
to incorporate any particular energy conservation measure or group of measures into a project. Building designs
proceed at the direction of customers and their design teams. Further, this Memorandum does not bind the
Companies to any particular energy conservation measure and/or any Incentive and any and all assistance
offered by The Companies through this Program is offered in an advisory capacity only.
The Companies understand that the following customer:
______________________________________________________________________ (“the Customer”):
Will undertake the following (check one)
new construction
major renovation
addition
______________________________________________________________________ (“Premises Address”)
This project is being designed by the following design professionals (collectively, the “Design Team”):
_ (“Architect” or “Design Firm Official”)
_ (“Electrical Engineer”)
_ (“Mechanical Engineer”)
Participating Companies:
(“Electric Utility Provider”)
(“Gas Utility Provider”)

IMPORTANT:
Customers participating in this pathway may not also participate in the Energize CT upstream programs
where incentives for HVAC, domestic hot water and lighting equipment are offered directly to distributors
or receive any post-installation incentives. To ensure participation in only one Energize CT program
pathway, designers must include language in project documents informing contractors that this project is
participating in a Energize CT downstream program pathway, and that they may not pursue or accept any
HVAC, domestic hot water or lighting upstream or post-installation incentives for this project.

Detailed Process:
Step 1—Coordination with The Companies
During schematic design or in pre schematic design, inform The Companies of your new construction project to
see if the Whole Building Streamlined Path is a good fit. The Whole Building Streamlined Path is only available
when The Companies are engaged early in design and an Energy Charrette (see Step 2) can be scheduled
during schematic design or design development. The earlier you contact The Companies, the better the
opportunity for energy savings and incentives. Following your initial conversation with The Companies, they will
identify a TA vendor who will provide design support and technical assistance to the project team at no cost to the
customer, starting with an Energy Charrette.
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Step 2—Energy Charrette
During the schematic design or design development phase of the project, the Energize CT-authorized TA
vendor will lead an Energy Charrette with the project’s design team. The customer, the architect or design
firm official, the MEP (Mechanical, Electrical and Plumbing) Engineers, the lighting designer (if there is
one), the commissioning agent (if there is one) and the general contractor (if selected) together with The
Companies should participate in this brainstorming session intended to identify, discuss/analyze and
compare potential building ECMs. The charrette, which can be part of a larger green building/LEED
charrette, or a separate meeting, should be long enough to enable a full discussion of each energy
system in the building and a wide range of energy conservation measures for each of these systems (2
hours is usually sufficient).
In advance of the Energy Charrette, the customer shall provide The Companies with any existing project
drawings and design narratives.
The outcome of Energy Charrette shall be a report that identifies the ECMs that the team agreed to
pursue further, and ideally include in the building design.
Step 3 – Interim Report and Consultation
After the charrette, the TA vendor will be available as needed to answer questions and otherwise consult
with the design team on the best way to include the efficiency measures discussed in the charrette into
the design.
The TA vendor will conduct a mid-design review based on the 50% or 100% design development set,
depending on the project, to assess progress on incorporating the strategies agreed upon during the
charrette into the design, and at this time will provide feedback on additional changes to the design that
will result in further energy savings. The TA vendor will issue a report to The Companies and the
customer based on this mid-design review.
Step 4 – Energy Analysis
The TA vendor will review design drawings to assess the ECMs identified in the project and recommend
additional ECMs for consideration. The TA vendor will calculate the potential energy savings and
incentive amounts of the ECMs using incremental construction cost and comparing the energy savings
against the Energize CT program baseline.
Step 5 – Incentive Pre-Approval from The Companies
The TA vendor will prepare the draft final savings calculations and report for The Companies to review
based on the 90% Construction Documents (CD) set. The TA vendor will prepare these draft final
documents for The Companies’ review within 4 weeks of receipt of the 90% Construction documents set.
The Companies will review the draft final savings calculations and report and may issue comments to the
TA vendor for incorporation. The Companies will then request the final calculations and report from the
TA vendor. A Letter of Agreement (LOA), which describes in detail the ECMs that are contributing to the
project’s energy savings, will accompany the final calculations and report. The customer must review and
sign the LOA to receive an incentive.
Custom measure incentives are capped at 95% of the incremental cost of the ECMs included in the
project.
Incentive levels for each measure are determined by The Companies based on predicted annual energy
savings. Note that some measures supported in this Program may be “custom” measures where energy
savings are calculated on a project-by-project basis (see below for incentive rates).
Select projects are subject to 20% hold-back pending receipt of trend data or other information stipulated
in the LOA that The Companies will prepare and provide for customers.
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Table 1 - Summary of Customer Incentives
Incentive

Energy Conservation Measure (ECM) Examples

Prescriptive
Incentives

Building Envelope
Unitary HVAC (RTU, AC, HP, VRF)
Lighting & Networked Lighting Controls
Energy Recovery
Demand Control Ventilation
High Efficiency Chillers
DHW Heaters
Condensing Boilers

Rate

See the data collection document
on EnergizeCT.com for latest
rates

$0.40/kWh or $1,000/summer
peak kWh and/or
$6.00/ccf capped at 95% of
incremental cost

Custom Incentive
Project must include a minimum of 3 end uses.
Multi-End Use

Calculated at $0.10 / kWh and/or
(End use is defined as Gas or Electric, impacting
$1.00 / ccf (capped at $20,000)
Heating; Cooling; Lighting; Process; Domestic Water
Heating; Refrigeration; Motors and Drives)

Table 2 - Design Team Incentives
Calculated at $0.07 kWh or $0.34/ccf (as applicable) and capped at $10,000
Step 6 — Construction Completion, Construction Phase Incentive Payment, Design Team Incentive
Payment
The customer and design team must keep the list of final ECMs in mind during construction administration
so that ECMs for which incentives are being offered are not substituted or removed during construction.
A few weeks before substantial completion, The Companies may request a set of the approved
submittals, invoices and photographs associated with all of the ECMs being supported with incentives,
including controls submittals. The Companies may also request a copy of the project’s payments.
All projects participating in the Program are subject to inspection by each participating company.
Upon The Companies’ review of submittals and invoice documents, and upon completion of the post
inspection, The Companies will provide the incentive payment to the customer and will provide 100%
design team incentive payment. Design team incentives are paid to the design team lead, which may
disperse to other team members as appropriate.
Select projects are subject to 20% incentive hold-back pending receipt of trend data or other information
stipulated in the LOA.
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By signing below, the owner represents that he/she (1) shall be the sole and lawful owner of the Premises
and (2) has read, understands, accepts and agrees to the terms and conditions for participation in the
Program outlined above.

Customer Signature:

___________________

Customer Printed Name:

____________________

Date:

_

Design Firm Official Signature:

__________________

Design Firm Official Printed Name and Company Affiliation:

________________

Date:

AGREED:
_____________________________________________ Date:______________________
The Companies (specific Utility and its representative to be identified)

□ Eversource

□ UI

□ SCG

□ CNG

_____________________________________________ Date:______________________
The Companies (specific Utility and its representative to be identified)

□ Eversource

□ UI

□ SCG

□ CNG

THIS DOCUMENT MUST BE SIGNED BEFORE ENGINEERING SERVICES APPLICATION CAN BE REVIEWED
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Process Checklist
Whole Building EUI Reduction Program
Pre-Design Phase
Engage The Companies early about the project
Incorporate commitment to work with The Companies and to achieve or exceed program energy
goals in the request for proposal (RFP) and Owners Project Requirements (OPR) documents
Schematic Design and Design Development Phases
Sign a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
Provide early design drawings/narratives
Participate in brainstorming charrette
Confirm the list of Energy Conservation Measures (ECM) included in project
Provide 100% Design Development (DD) drawings for Mid-Design Review Report
Review/discuss the Mid-Design Review Report provided at 100% DD
Construction Document Phase
Provide following language to the purchasing agent: “This project will be receiving incentives
through an Energize CT energy efficiency program directly. Equipment Distributors:
Please Do Not include an upstream program incentive in the bid response, as this project
can’t be reported through the Commercial Upstream Program.”
Provide 50% Construction Documents (CD) and discuss and value engineering changes
Provide 90%/100% CD for final report
Review/discuss the Final Report including ECM, energy savings and incentives at 90% or 100% CD
Sign the LOA
Construction Phase
Keep the final ECMs in mind during construction
Post Construction Phase
The Companies may request submittals, photographs, invoices and possibility schedule of values
to support the ECMs
A post inspection may be scheduled to validate equipment installation and operation
Sign the post-inspection measure verification forms
Customer incentives will be paid upon ECM validation
Design team incentives will be paid upon ECM validation
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Connecticut Energy Efficiency Fund - Energy Efficiency Services Standard Terms and Conditions (4/29/2015)
1. To be eligible for an incentive payment, the Participant shall install the Energy
Efficiency Measures (“EEMs” or “measures”) and comply with the requirements
listed in the Exhibit(s) and verify the EEMs perform in their intended manner. The
Participant shall design and install each and all EEMs identified in the Exhibit(s).
The Participant shall obtain all necessary permits and comply with all applicable laws,
ordinances, building codes, and regulations of all appropriate governing authorities.
Moreover, the Participant shall be responsible for any infraction or violation thereof,
and any expense or damage resulting therefrom. The Participant receiving incentives
shall be responsible for any tax liability associated with incentive payments.
2. The Connecticut Light and Power Company, doing business as Eversource Energy
(“Eversource”) and/or the Yankee Gas Service Company, doing business as
Eversource Energy (“Eversource”), as manager of the Connecticut Energy Efficiency
Fund (“EEF”), on behalf of its customers, shall issue a Form 1099 to all Participants
who receive more than $600.00 of incentives per year.
3. To be eligible for an incentive payment, the project must be inspected by Eversource
and verified to be installed and operating in accordance with the approved energy
analysis report and/or Exhibit(s) by the agreed upon completion date. The Participant
shall notify Eversource in sufficient time and allow Eversource reasonable access to
the facility to conduct such inspections and shall supply Eversource with copies of
any requested documents necessary to verify that the project complies with the Letter
of Agreement (“LOA”) requirements.
4. Incentive payments from the EEF to the Participant are based on the EEMs actually
installed by the Participant, which are specified in and in compliance with, the
Exhibit(s). Eversource will provide the Participant (or their designee) with the actual
incentive payment based on Eversource’s review and approval of final installed costs
after installation of all measures. Eversource is solely responsible for determining
the final incentive amount and reserves the right to withhold the incentive payment
until it has verified actual cost(s) of the measures or performance specifications of
installed measures.
5. Participant acknowledges and agrees that (a) neither Eversource nor any of its
employees, agents, representatives or consultants are responsible for assuring the
design, analysis, engineering, and/or installation of any or all of the individual EEMs
is proper or complies with any particular laws, codes, or industry standards, including,
without limitation, current standards published or otherwise recognized as applicable
to the technology, and (b) Eversource does not represent, warrant or guarantee the
product or services of any particular vendor, manufacturer, contractor or
subcontractor.
6. Only electricity retail distribution customers of Eversource and/or firm gas customers
of Eversource, at time of inspection, are eligible to receive incentives and become
Participants in any of the EEF energy conservation programs. In addition,
Participants who receive service for the subject facility noted in this LOA via
Eversource’s distribution equipment are eligible for incentives.
7. Eversource does not represent, warrant, or guarantee the safety of any EEMs or that
the installation of any EEMs will result in any level of energy savings will occur at
the level projected in the energy analysis report and/or the Exhibits or will result in
any measurable energy related benefit.. Factors that are impossible to predict, such
as changes in facility use, equipment additions or modifications, cutbacks, or weather
changes, etc., all of which may impact the Participant's future electric energy or
natural gas use and savings. Eversource’s scope of review for purposes of this LOA
is limited to determining if the EEMs have met the program requirements. Eversource
does not include any kind of safety or performance review of the equipment installed
or serviced in connection with this LOA or any planned or installed EEMs.
8. Eversource reserves the right to perform, at EEF’s expense, and within two years of
incentive payment, a confidential project evaluation, under actual operating
conditions, to help determine the actual energy savings. The Participant shall provide
information as necessary to facilitate this evaluation.
9. In accordance with the Department of Public Utility Control's ("DPUC", now known
as the Public Utilities Regulatory Authority) September 29, 2008 decision in Docket
No. 05-07-19RE01, DPUC Proceeding to Develop a New Distributed Resources
Portfolio Standard (Class III) – 2007 Revisions, (as supplemented by the Department
February 11, 2010 decision in Docket No. 05-07-19RE02), neither Customer nor
Participant nor Contractor/Arranger is eligible to receive or retain any Class III
conservation credits or any and all environmental credits or benefits in connection
with the program that is the subject of this LOA and Contractor hereby acknowledges
and agrees to the same. Contractor further acknowledges and agrees that such credits
shall be retained by Eversource for the benefit of its customers through the
Connecticut EEF. The Customer, Participant, and Contractor/Arranger agrees to
execute any and all documents and/or instruments as requested by EEF Manager to
evidence such assignment. In the event that the DPUC amends or modifies the
allocation of Class III conservation credits as reflected in its September 29, 2008
decision, then the allocation of such credits utilized by Eversource shall be the
allocation in effect (per the applicable DPUC decision) on the Effective Date of the
LOA.
10. By counter-signing and returning this LOA to Eversource and as a condition for
receiving EEF incentives pursuant to the applicable conservation programs,
Customer, Participant, and Contractor/Arranger acknowledge and agree that any and
all payments, benefits and/or credits associated with or applicable to any Eversource
customer’s participation in the program that is the subject of this LOA in connection
with the ISO New England, Inc. Forward Capacity Market (“FCM”) or any currently
existing or successor or replacement markets, (including, but not limited to, any and

all transitional FCM credits or payments or any and all other capacity-related credits,
payments and/or benefits for which such customer is eligible) shall be deemed as and
form capacity payments, credits and/or benefits of Eversource as applicable.
Customer, Participant, and Contractor/Arranger hereby assign to Eversource, as
applicable, all of their right, title and interest in and to any and all such capacity
payments, credits and/or benefits and shall take any and all action, including
executing and delivering any and all documents and/or instruments, as requested by
Eversource, as applicable, to evidence the same. Forward Capacity Market means
the market for procuring capacity pursuant to ISO-NE Tariff, FERC Electric Tariff
No. 3, Section III, Market Rule 1, Section 13, any modifications to the Forward
Capacity Market, or any successor or replacement market/capacity procurement
process.
11. If the Participant requests in writing additional time to complete the EEMs at least
(5) five business days prior to the project’s estimated completion date as stated in this
LOA, Eversource may grant an extension, but reserves the right to re-evaluate any
program incentives or modify the EEF Energy Conservation Program Standard Terms
and Conditions in effect at the time of the request.
12. Eversource may, by written notice, terminate the LOA for convenience, in whole or
in part. In this event, Eversource shall pay, from the EEF, the unit or pro rata price
for the performed and accepted portion of the project, and a reasonable amount, not
otherwise recoverable from other sources, for the unperformed or unaccepted portion
of the project, provided that the total compensation does not exceed the total amount
in the LOA. No allowance will be made for anticipated profits. Eversource and the
EEF shall not be liable for any consequential or incidental damages for termination
under this Article.
13. These Standard Terms and Conditions are applicable only to the facilities described
in the LOA and not to any future additions or alterations to the Participant's facility
that may be serviced by Eversource.
14. The Participant shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless Eversource, its directors,
officers, employees, agents, affiliated companies, and representatives, against and
from any and all loss, claims, actions, or suits, including cost and reasonable
attorneys' fees, arising from the Participant’s participation in Eversource’s Energy
Efficiency Services. Eversource shall not be liable to Participant for any damages in
contract or tort or otherwise including negligence caused by any activities related to
Participant’s participation in Eversource’s Energy Efficiency Services, including
without limitation the actions or omissions of any design professional or any
employee, agent, contractor, subcontractor or consultant retained by Eversource.
Eversource’s liability under this LOA shall be limited to paying the incentives
specified for the EEMs, but only as and if such incentives become payable to
Participant and only to the extent that such incentives are not subject to repayment as
provided in this LOA. In no case shall Eversource be liable to Participant for any
special, indirect, consequential, incidental, punitive or exemplary damages of any
kind including but not limited to loss of use, lost profits, out of pocket expenses by
statute, tort or contract, in equity under any indemnity provision or otherwise.
15. These Standard Terms and Conditions are binding on the heirs, successors and
assigns of the Participant and Eversource. The LOA shall not be assigned by either
party without prior written consent of the other. .
16. The LOA shall be administered and interpreted under the laws of the State of
Connecticut. If any part is found to be in conflict with applicable laws, such part shall
be inoperative, null and void insofar as it is in conflict with said laws, but the
remainder of the terms and conditions shall continue in full force and effect
17. The Participant understands that all funding for this program derives from the EEF
and funded by the customers of Eversource. Eversource is not responsible for any
costs or damages incurred by the Participant if funding for this program or the EEF
is reduced or eliminated by the State of Connecticut, the Department of Energy and
Environmental Protection or the Connecticut Public Utilities Regulatory Authority.
18. The parties shall endeavor to resolve any dispute arising out of or relating to this
LOA by mediation before the alternative dispute resolution staff of the Public Utilities
Regulatory Authority (“PURA”). If a resolution cannot be reached in that forum, the
parties agree resolve their dispute by the CPR Mediation Procedure then currently in
effect. Unless the parties agree otherwise, the mediator will be selected from the CPR
Panels of Distinguished Neutrals. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating
to this LOA, including the breach, termination or validity thereof, which remains
unresolved 45 days after the appointment of a mediator, shall be finally resolved by
confidential, final and binding arbitration in accordance with the CPR Institute for
Dispute Resolution Rules for Non-Administered Arbitration then currently in effect,
by a sole arbitrator. The arbitration shall be governed by the Federal Arbitration Act,
9 U.S.C. §§ 1-16, and judgment upon the award rendered by the arbitrator may be
entered by any court having jurisdiction thereof. The place of arbitration shall be
Hartford, Connecticut, or such other location mutually agreed to by the parties. The
arbitration must be commenced within two years of the conduct or action giving rise
to the dispute.

Connecticut Natural Gas (CNG)
STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS

BASIC UNDERSTANDINGS

CNG has integrated its energy conservation program with the Connecticut Energy Efficiency Fund’s (CEEF) Energy Conscious Blueprint which is
designed for new construction, major renovation and equipment replacement projects. CNG offers to pay incentives to certain customers for including
energy efficient measures (each an “Individual Measure” and collectively, the "Measures") in the Customers’ facilities. This Agreement provides the
terms and conditions for payment of Incentives and any applicable Bonus Incentives by CNG to a Customer under the Energy Conscious Blueprint
program. The terms and conditions as outlined in this standard agreement pertain to Municipal projects as well.
Any CNG Commercial, Industrial, or Multifamily Customer (including governmental accounts) , as defined by CNG’s Firm Rate structure; or the State of
CT legislature’s definition of municipality; are eligible for participation in the Energy Conscious Blueprint program.
1.

The Customer shall obtain all necessary permits and comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, building codes, and regulations of all appropriate
governing authorities. Moreover, the Customer shall be responsible for any infraction or violation thereof, and any expense or damage resulting
there from.

2.

The party receiving incentives shall be responsible for any tax liability associated with incentive payments. An Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”)
Form 1099 shall be issued to all Customers who receive incentive payments of $600 or more per year, which amount is subject to change based on
IRS reporting requirements in effect at the time the incentive payment was made.

3.

To be eligible for an incentive payment, the project must be inspected and verified to be installed and operating in accordance with the energy
analysis as approved by the CNG, or its agent or its designee and/or Schedule A, by both CNG and the Customer. The Customer shall allow CNG
or its designee reasonable access to the facility to conduct such inspections and shall supply CNG with copies of any documents necessary for it
to verify that the project complies with the all of the Agreement requirements.

4.

The Actual Incentive payment to the Customer is based on the measures actually installed by the Customer and the measures shown in Schedule
A, whichever cost is less, and may differ from the Estimated Incentive based on CNG’s review and approval of final installed costs. CNG will
provide the Customer with the Actual Incentive payment based on CNG’s review and approval of final installed costs after installation of all
measures. CNG shall withhold the Actual Incentive payment until such time as it can verify the Customer’s actual cost of the measure and the
projected energy savings of the measure. CNG is solely responsible for determining the incentive amount and reserves the right to withhold the
incentive payment until it has verified the true actual cost of the measures.

5.

Only existing firm customers of CNG, at time of inspection, are eligible to become Customers in any of the conservation programs.

6.

CNG does not guarantee that the Customer’s actual savings will occur at the level projected in the energy analysis report and/or Schedule A.
Factors that are impossible to predict, such as facility expansion, cutbacks, or weather changes, all may impact the Customer's future natural gas
use.

7.

CNG reserves the right to perform, at its own expense, and within two years of project completion, a confidential project evaluation, under actual
operating conditions, to help determine the actual energy savings. The Customer shall provide information as necessary to facilitate this
evaluation.

8.

CNG may cancel this Agreement immediately and without notice to the Customer if any of the following conditions exist:
(i)
The Customer fails to sign this Agreement within thirty (30) business days of CNG’s approval date.
(ii)
The Customer fails to initiate installation or construction of the project within sixty (60) Business Days of CNG’s approval date.
(iii)
The Customer has not submitted to CNG a written explanation acceptable to CNG in its sole discretion outlining the reasons why the
initiation of the construction process has not begun within 60 Business Days of the Approval Date. These situations will be subject to
CNG review on an individual basis.
(iv) The Customer fails to install replacement equipment within ten (10) months of CNG’s Approval Date (as applicable), or if the Customer
fails to complete the construction of the Facility within two (2) years of CNG’s Approval Date.
(v)
The customer is not engaged in a continual program of construction, reconstruction, retrofitting, or refurbishment ("Construction") of the
Facility by the end of two (2) years or ten (10) months (in the case of equipment replacement) from CNG’s Commitment Date (as
applicable), and has not submitted to CNG a written explanation outlining the reasons why and which explanation is acceptable to CNG
in CNG’s sole discretion. These situations will be subject to CNG review on an individual basis.

9.

CNG may, by written notice, terminate the Agreement for convenience, in whole or in part. In this event, CNG shall pay the unit or pro rata price for
the performed and accepted portion of the project, and a reasonable amount, not otherwise recoverable from other sources, for the unperformed or
unaccepted portion of the project, provided that the total compensation does not exceed the total amount in the Letter of Agreement. No allowance
will be made for anticipated profits. CNG shall not be liable for any consequential or incidental damages for termination under this Article.

10. CNG may, by written notice, terminate the Agreement for the Customer’s refusal or failure to comply with its provisions, in whole or in part.
11. If the Customer requests in writing additional time to complete the EEMs at least 5 business days prior to the project’s estimated completion date
as stated in the Agreement, CNG may grant an extension, in accordance with the Energy Efficiency Services Standard Terms and Conditions then
in effect.
12. The Customer shall hold harmless CNG, its directors, officers, employees, agents, affiliated companies, and representatives, against and from any
and all loss, claims, actions, or suits, including cost and reasonable attorneys' fees, arising from the Customer’s participation in CNG’s Energy
Efficiency Services.

Connecticut Natural Gas (CNG)
STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS

13. These Standard Terms and Conditions are binding on the heirs, successors and assigns of the Customer and CNG. The Agreement shall not be
assigned by either party without prior written consent of the other. The Customer agrees to include the Agreement in all leases, sales contracts,
and other similar documents relating to the use and ownership of the facilities for which Energy Efficiency Services have been provided by CNG.
14. These Standard Terms and Conditions are applicable only to the facilities described in the Agreement and not to any additions to the Customer’s
facility that may be serviced by CNG in the future.
15. This Agreement shall be administered and interpreted under the laws of the State of Connecticut. If any part is found to be in conflict with
applicable laws, such part shall be inoperative, null and void insofar as it is in conflict with said laws, but the remainder of the terms and conditions
shall continue in full force and effect.
16. The Customer understands that all funding for this program is managed by CNG and funded by CNG’s customers. CNG is not responsible for any
costs or damages incurred by the Customer if funding for this program is reduced, eliminated, or otherwise disapproved, adjusted, or modified (in
whole or in part) by the State of Connecticut or the State of Connecticut Public Utilities Regulatory Authority.

Southern Connecticut Gas (SCG)
STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS

BASIC UNDERSTANDINGS

SCG has integrated its energy conservation program with the Connecticut Energy Efficiency Fund’s (CEEF) Energy Conscious Blueprint which is
designed for new construction, major renovation and equipment replacement projects. SCG offers to pay incentives to certain customers for including
energy efficient measures (each an “Individual Measure” and collectively, the "Measures") in the Customers’ facilities. This Agreement provides the
terms and conditions for payment of Incentives and any applicable Bonus Incentives by SCG to a Customer under the Energy Conscious Blueprint
program. The terms and conditions as outlined in this standard agreement pertain to Municipal projects as well.
Any SCG Commercial, Industrial, Multifamily or Municipal Customer, as defined by SCG’s Firm Rate structure; or the State of CT legislature’s definition
of municipality; are eligible for participation in the Energy Conscious Blueprint program.
1.

The Customer shall obtain all necessary permits and comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, building codes, and regulations of all appropriate
governing authorities. Moreover, the Customer shall be responsible for any infraction or violation thereof, and any expense or damage resulting
there from.

2.

The party receiving incentives shall be responsible for any tax liability associated with incentive payments. An Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”)
Form 1099 shall be issued to all Customers who receive incentive payments of $600 or more per year, which amount is subject to change based on
IRS reporting requirements in effect at the time the incentive payment was made.

3.

To be eligible for an incentive payment, the project must be inspected and verified to be installed and operating in accordance with the energy
analysis as approved by the SCG, or its agent or its designee and/or Schedule A, by both SCG and the Customer. The Customer shall allow SCG
or its designee reasonable access to the facility to conduct such inspections and shall supply SCG with copies of any documents necessary for it
to verify that the project complies with the all of the Agreement requirements.

4.

The Actual Incentive payment to the Customer is based on the measures actually installed by the Customer and the measures shown in Schedule
A, whichever cost is less, and may differ from the Estimated Incentive based on SCG’s review and approval of final installed costs. SCG will
provide the Customer with the Actual Incentive payment based on SCG’s review and approval of final installed costs after installation of all
measures. SCG shall withhold the Actual Incentive payment until such time as it can verify the Customer’s actual cost of the measure and the
projected energy savings of the measure. SCG is solely responsible for determining the incentive amount and reserves the right to withhold the
incentive payment until it has verified the true actual cost of the measures.

5.

Only existing firm customers of SCG, at time of inspection, are eligible to become Customers in any of the conservation programs.

6.

SCG does not guarantee that the Customer’s actual savings will occur at the level projected in the energy analysis report and/or Schedule A.
Factors that are impossible to predict, such as facility expansion, cutbacks, or weather changes, all may impact the Customer's future natural gas
use.

7.

SCG reserves the right to perform, at its own expense, and within two years of project completion, a confidential project evaluation, under actual
operating conditions, to help determine the actual energy savings. The Customer shall provide information as necessary to facilitate this
evaluation.

8.

SCG may cancel this Agreement immediately and without notice to the Customer if any of the following conditions exist:
(i)
The Customer fails to sign this Agreement within thirty (30) business days of SCG ’s approval date;
(ii)
The Customer fails to initiate installation or construction of the project within sixty (60) Business Days of SCG’s approval date;
(iii)
The Customer has not submitted to SCG a written explanation acceptable to SCG in its sole discretion outlining the reasons why the
initiation of the construction process has not begun within 60 Business Days of the Approval Date. These situations will be subject to
SCG review on an individual basis.
(iv) The Customer fails to install replacement equipment within ten (10) months of SCG’s Approval Date (as applicable), or if the Customer
fails to complete the construction of the Facility within two (2) years of SCG ’s Approval Date
(v)
The customer is not engaged in a continual program of construction, reconstruction, retrofitting, or refurbishment ("Construction") of the
Facility by the end of two (2) years or ten (10) months (in the case of equipment replacement) from SCG’s Commitment Date (as
applicable), and has not submitted to SCG a written explanation outlining the reasons why and which explanation is acceptable to SCG
in SCG’s sole discretion. These situations will be subject to SCG review on an individual basis.

9.

SCG may, by written notice, terminate the Agreement for convenience, in whole or in part. In this event, SCG shall pay the unit or pro rata price for
the performed and accepted portion of the project, and a reasonable amount, not otherwise recoverable from other sources, for the unperformed or
unaccepted portion of the project, provided that the total compensation does not exceed the total amount in the Letter of Agreement. No allowance
will be made for anticipated profits. SCG shall not be liable for any consequential or incidental damages for termination under this Article.

10. SCG may, by written notice, terminate the Agreement for the Customer’s refusal or failure to comply with its provisions, in whole or in part.
11. If the Customer requests in writing additional time to complete the EEMs at least 5 business days prior to the project’s estimated completion date
as stated in the Agreement, SCG may grant an extension, in accordance with the Energy Efficiency Services Standard Terms and Conditions then
in effect.
12. The Customer shall hold harmless SCG, its directors, officers, employees, agents, affiliated companies, and representatives, against and from any
and all loss, claims, actions, or suits, including cost and reasonable attorneys' fees, arising from the Customer’s participation in SCG ’s Energy
Efficiency Services.
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13. These Standard Terms and Conditions are binding on the heirs, successors and assigns of the Customer and SCG. The Agreement shall not be
assigned by either party without prior written consent of the other. The Customer agrees to include the Agreement in all leases, sales contracts,
and other similar documents relating to the use and ownership of the facilities for which Energy Efficiency Services have been provided by SCG.
14. These Standard Terms and Conditions are applicable only to the facilities described in the Agreement and not to any additions to the Customer’s
facility that may be serviced by SCG in the future.
15. This Agreement shall be administered and interpreted under the laws of the State of Connecticut. If any part is found to be in conflict with
applicable laws, such part shall be inoperative, null and void insofar as it is in conflict with said laws, but the remainder of the terms and conditions
shall continue in full force and effect.
16. The Customer understands that all funding for this program is managed by SCG and funded by SCG’s customers. SCG is not responsible for any
costs or damages incurred by the Customer if funding for this program is reduced, eliminated, or otherwise disapproved, adjusted, or modified (in
whole or in part) by the State of Connecticut or the State of Connecticut Public Utilities Regulatory Authority.
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BASIC UNDERSTANDINGS

UI has a conservation program called Energy Conscious Blueprint which is designed for new construction, major renovation and equipment
replacement projects. UI offers to pay incentives to certain customers for including energy efficient measures (each an “Individual Measure” and
collectively, the "Measures") in the Customers’ facilities. This Agreement provides the terms and conditions for payment of Compliance Incentives,
Compliance Plus Incentives and any applicable Bonus Incentives by UI to a Customer under the Energy Conscious Blueprint program. Customer
expressly represents and warrants that the execution, delivery and performance by Customer of this Agreement are within such Customer’s powers
and have been duly authorized by all necessary action on the part of the Customer (or any other person or entity, as applicable). This Agreement
constitutes a valid and binding agreement of the Customer, enforceable against such Customer in accordance with its terms. Customer further
acknowledges and agrees that it has selected the Installing Vendor and has and will continue to be solely responsible for such selection, which
selection was in accordance with any and all legal, governmental or regulatory rules and requirements (whether federal, state, municipal or otherwise)
applicable to Customer. Any payments (if any) made by UI to Installing Vendor in connection with Installing Vendor’s installation of EEMs hereunder
at the Facility and pursuant to Customer’s direction as provided for herein, are made by UI solely in its role as administrator of conservation and load
management programs approved by the Connecticut Public Utilities Regulatory Authority. UI assumes no responsibility or liability whatsoever with
respect to Customer’s selection of the Installing Vendor, the Installing Vendor’s installation of the EEMs for Customer, and/or any agreement that
Installing Vendor and Customer may have entered into in connection with such installation.

1. CUSTOMER ELIGIBILITY

Any UI Commercial, Industrial, Multifamily or Municipal Customer, as defined by UI’s rate applicability terms and conditions; or Multi-family
complexes greater than four levels; or the State of CT legislature’s definition of municipality; are eligible for participation in the Energy
Conscious Blueprint program.

2. INDIVIDUAL MEASURE & BONUS INCENTIVE PAYMENTS
(a)

Subject to the terms and conditions contained herein. UI will pay Customer a “Compliance Incentive” for each “Individual Measure”
listed in Schedule A, attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference that Customer installs at the Facility according to project
plans that have been submitted by Customer to UI and reviewed and approved by UI in its sole discretion in advance of construction
and in accordance with Paragraph 6 below (the Specifications); provided however that each Individual Measure, as installed, meets the
Energy Efficiency Criteria set by UI for such Individual Measure. The aggregate amount of the applicable Compliance Incentive will be
as set forth in Schedule A (“Compliance Incentive Amount”). UI will pay the applicable Compliance Incentive amount by check in
accordance with Paragraph 4 below.

(b)

If Customer elects to install all Individual Measures that are applicable to the Facility, as determined by UI in its sole discretion, UI will
pay Customer an additional incentive (the "Compliance Plus Incentive Amount") for meeting the Energy Efficiency Criteria applicable to
all such Individual Measure areas. The Compliance Plus Incentive Amount will be as set forth in Schedule A (“Compliance Plus
Incentive Amount”). UI will pay the applicable Compliance Plus Incentive amount by check in accordance with Paragraph 4 below.

(c)

UI reserves the right in its sole discretion to award “Bonus Incentives” in connection with any measure or group of measures installed at
the Facility and which exceed specific energy efficiency requirements set forth in the program.

(d)

The total incentive amount that may be applicable to Customer pursuant to this Agreement (i.e., any Compliance, Compliance Plus
and/or Bonus Incentives) may be adjusted in accordance with all of the terms and conditions applicable to the Energy Conscious
Blueprint program, including but not limited to the terms and conditions contained in Paragraphs 7, 11 and 12.

3. INCENTIVE AMOUNTS
(a)

Any incentive amounts requested by a Customer in connection with this program may be reduced by UI in its sole discretion and only
incentive levels approved by UI in connection with this Agreement are eligible to be earned by the Customer.

(b)

UI reserves the right to modify any program incentives and the associated incentive structure at any time and without any prior notices
to Customer.

(c)

In the event that, following execution and delivery of this Agreement, the program is modified or cancelled for any reason this
Agreement will continue in effect pursuant to all of its terms and conditions.

(d)

Measures are not eligible for incentives from the Energy Conscious Blueprint program if the Customer has received incentives for that
specific ECM under any other UI incentive program.

4. PAYMENT
(a)

UI may at its sole discretion pay to Customer an advance, in an amount to be determined by UI, on the sum of all Compliance Incentive
Amounts that Customer is eligible for as set forth on Schedule A upon UI’s verification that Customer has begun a continual program of
construction or reconstruction (as applicable) of the Facility, but only if the sum of all Compliance Incentive Amounts plus the
Compliance Plus Incentive Amount (together the "Energy Conscious Blueprint Incentive Amount") for which Customer is eligible as set
forth on Schedule A are greater, in the aggregate, than $10,000. If the Energy Conscious Blueprint Incentive Amount is, in the
aggregate, less than $10,000, no advance will be paid, and the entire Energy Conscious Blueprint Incentive Amount will be paid as
specified in 4(b) below. For the sake of clarity, under no circumstances will UI pay an advance on any Energy Conscious Blueprint
Incentive Amount until UI completes a review of and has approved, in its sole discretion, the Specifications (defined below).

(b)

UI will pay in full the balance of each Compliance Incentive Amount within sixty (60) Business Days (i.e., a day for which commercial
banks are open for business in Connecticut) after all of the following conditions are met: (1) construction or reconstruction of
Customer’s Facility has been completed; (2) UI has verified satisfactory installation of the Individual Measure(s), in accordance with
Paragraphs 6 & 7 below; and/or (3) Customer has received a “Certificate of Occupancy” from the appropriate local authority. In
addition to the foregoing, no incentive payment shall be made by UI to Customer or Installing Vendor (as the case may be) until
Customer has executed an acknowledgement in the form attached hereto as Exhibit 2.
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(c)

If Customer has an established UI account, Customer may request that incentive payments applicable to it under this Agreement be
paid in the form of a credit to such Customer’s electric bill by designating the method of payment on the Schedule A at the time of
executing this Agreement.

(d)

Any Compliance Plus Incentive or Bonus Incentive Amounts payable to Customer under this Agreement will be paid in full on the same
date that the balance of each Compliance Incentive Amount is paid, as specified in Paragraph 3(b) above.

(e)

The Customer understands and acknowledges that UI shall pay the incentives from the Conservation and Load Management Fund
(‘C&LM Fund”). In the event that all or any part of UI’s C&LM Fund is designated by legislative or regulatory action for purposes other
than implementation of UI’s C&LM programs, and UI determines that the C&LM Fund is insufficient to cover the cost of such programs,
UI shall have no obligation to pay any incentives hereunder and shall have no further liability to the Customer. Customer shall not hold
UI liable in any way and shall hereby hold UI harmless from and against any and all liabilities, costs or damages incurred by Customer
in the event of a program funding reduction or elimination, including but not limited to the insufficiency of the C&LM Fund to cover the
cost of C&LM programs as determined by UI.

5. NO TAX LIABILITY

UI is not responsible for any tax liability imposed on the Customer or the Customer’s authorized recipient as a result of the incentive
payment.

6. INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS AND REVIEW OF SPECIFICATIONS
(a)

Customer agrees to comply with the steps outlined in Paragraph 7.

(b)

Customer shall provide or cause its Design Professional to provide UI with a copy of the complete and final specifications with respect
to the incorporation of the Individual Measure(s) into the design of the Facility (“Specifications”). UI may, in its sole discretion, refuse to
approve the Specifications if the Specifications do not adequately provide for the Installation of the Individual Measures. Without
limiting the foregoing, Individual Measures and the Specifications related to the same must be consistent with good engineering and
energy-efficient design practices, as determined by UI, in its sole discretion. Other specific installation requirements, if any, are as set
forth in Schedule A.

(c)

Customer shall supply or cause its Design Professional to supply UI with appropriate paperwork that documents that the construction
or installation process with respect to the Individual Measure(s) has been initiated (such as a purchase order, bid document, contract
etc., and any other documentation as requested by UI.)

(d)

Customer or Customer’s Design Professional agrees to supply UI with appropriate paperwork that documents that the construction or
installation process with respect to the Individual Measure(s) has been completed (such as invoices, contract, certificate of occupancy
etc., and any other documentation as requested by UI)

7. VERIFICATION OF INSTALLATION
(a)

UI shall not be obligated to pay any Compliance Incentive, Compliance Plus Incentive, or Bonus Incentive Amounts whatsoever unless
UI is satisfied, in its sole discretion, that the Individual Measure(s) has (have) been installed in accordance with the Specifications and
any specific installation requirements set forth in the Standard Agreement and the Schedule A.

(b)

UI reserves the right to monitor any or all proposed and installed Measures for the purpose of determining the actual value of energy
reduction.

(c)

Customer agrees to grant UI access to the Facility for the purposes of monitoring and verifying the installation and function of the
Individual Measure(s) prior to UI paying any incentive amount to Customer under this Agreement.

(d)

Customer agrees to grant UI access to the Facility at all reasonable times for the purpose of examining and monitoring proposed and
installed Measures. The results of this on-site monitoring will not affect any payments already received by the Customer hereunder,
except for such payments that are required to be reimbursed by the Customer pursuant to the terms and conditions contained in this
agreement

(e)

Customer understands and agrees that UI reserves the right to decrease any unpaid incentive amounts for which the Customer is
eligible hereunder if, based on the results of UI’s onsite monitoring and verification, UI determines in its sole discretion that less than
the proposed Measure savings are likely to result via the installed Measure.

(f)

In addition to the foregoing, no incentive payment shall be made by UI to Customer or Installing Vendor (as the case may be) until
Customer has executed an acknowledgement in the form attached hereto as Exhibit 2.

8. CANCELLATION AND REIMBURSEMENT
(a)

Customer may cancel this Agreement at any time by providing UI with written notice of the same.

(b)

UI may cancel this Agreement immediately and without notice to the Customer if any of the following conditions exist:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

The Customer fails to sign this Agreement within thirty (30) business days of UI’s approval date;
The Customer fails to initiate installation or construction of the project within sixty (60) Business Days of UI’s approval date;
The Customer has not submitted to UI a written explanation acceptable to UI in its sole discretion outlining the reasons why
the initiation of the construction process has not begun within 60 Business Days of the Approval Date. These situations will be
subject to UI review on an individual basis.
The Customer fails to complete the construction of the Facility within two (2) years of UI’s Approval Date, or if the Customer
fails to install replacement equipment within ten (10) months of UI’s Approval Date (as applicable).
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(v)

The customer is not engaged in a continual program of construction, reconstruction, retrofitting, or refurbishment
("Construction") of the Facility by the end of two (2) years or ten (10) months (in the case of equipment replacement) from UI’s
Commitment Date (as applicable), and has not submitted to UI a written explanation outlining the reasons why and which
explanation is acceptable to UI in UI’s sole discretion. These situations will be subject to UI review on an individual basis.

(c)

Upon cancellation of this Agreement by either Party in accordance with this Paragraph 8, Customer will reimburse UI within 30
Business Days of such cancellation in an amount equal to all payments made by UI to Customer under this Agreement.

(d)

If Customer does not install the Individual Measure(s) listed in Schedule A, UI may, in its sole discretion, adjust the Energy Conscious
Blueprint Incentive Amount according to the criteria and participation requirements of the Energy Conscious Blueprint program as set
forth in this Agreement, including Schedule A.

(e)

If Customer does not install all of the Individual Measure(s) listed in Schedule A, and the Compliance Incentive Amount paid in advance
to Customer by UI pursuant to Paragraph 3(a) hereof exceeds the Energy Conscious Blueprint Incentive Amount, then Customer will
reimburse UI within 30 Business Days in an amount equal to such excess (the "Reimbursable Funds.")

(f)

All reimbursements will include interest accrued on the Reimbursable Funds at the annual rate of eight percent (8%) from the date that
the overpayment is determined by UI to first exist.

9. FINANCING OPTION
(a)

Third party financing for the EEMs to be installed at Customer’s Facility pursuant to this Agreement may be available to Customer from
a UI designated third party financing provider (“TPFP”) provided that Customer’s project meets (among other requirements) the
following eligibility requirements:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

The project has a Net Simple Payback Period that does not exceed fifteen (15) years. Net Simple Payback Period is defined
in Paragraph 9 section (c) below.
The project is eligible for inclusion in UI’s Energy Opportunities program.
The project does not participate in other financing options under Connecticut Energy Efficiency Funds (CEEF) programs
administered by UI.
The project is not a federal government or agency project.
The project includes only equipment replacements or equipment retrofits (i.e., it does not involve new construction or major
renovation).
The Customer is an existing business which has been in operation for three (3) years and qualifies through the TPFP’s
business credit review.

(b)

Customer acknowledges and agrees that, in addition to the foregoing project eligibility requirements, Customer must apply to the TPFP
in order to secure financing by the TPFP for its project (as described herein). The decision by the TPFP to provide (or not provide)
financing to Customer in connection with its project is at the sole discretion of the TPFP and Customer acknowledges and agrees that
UI is not responsible in any way for any decision by the TPFP to provide, or not to provide, financing for Customer’s project. In addition
to the foregoing, any and all financing transactions as between the TPFP and Customer in connection with the project are solely as
between such parties. UI is not responsible in any way for any and all decisions, acts or omissions of the TPFP in connection with any
and all financing transactions as between the TPFP and Customer in connection with Customer’s project. Customer hereby agrees to
indemnify, defend, and hold harmless, UI, from any and all claims, actions, costs, expense, damages, and liabilities, including
reasonable attorney’s fees, resulting from or arising out of Customer’s decision to seek financing for its project from the TPFP,
including but not limited to any and all action or inaction of the TPFP related to the same.

(c)

In the event that Customer receives financing from the TPFP as contemplated and provided for herein, UI may, in its sole discretion,
provide an “interest rate buy down” in connection with such TPFP financing. An “interest rate buy down” means an upfront payment
provided by UI (through use of CEEF funds) to the TPFP in order to lower the interest rate paid by Customer to the TPFP over time.
An interest rate buy down is only available to Customer in connection with TPFP loans that are no less than $2,000 and no greater than
$100,000. In the event that Customer (i) is eligible for and receives financing for its project from the TPFP pursuant to the TPFP’s EO
financing program and (ii) UI determines, in its sole discretion, that it will provide an interest rate buy down in connection with such
TPFP financing for Customer’s project, then Customer will receive 100% of the incentive calculated by UI for the Customer’s project
and a partial interest buy down or subsidy, which in turn determines the available interest for the project either 4.99%, 2.99%, or 0%
loans respectively. The maximum term of TPFP loans for which Customer receives an interest rate buy down from UI shall be (i) the
Net Simple Payback Period for the project plus one year or (ii) five years, whichever is less. Net Simple Payback Period is defined as
(A) the total cost of Customer’s project that is the subject of this Agreement minus the incentive calculated by UI for the project divided
by (B) the estimated dollar value of annual energy savings (electric and/or natural gas measures) expected to be experienced by
Customer as a result of the project (as calculated by UI).

(d)

Customer may seek additional financing from the TPFP, typically up to a total amount of $1,000,000. Any projects that exceed
$1,000,000 would be reviewed on a case by case basis. However, financed amounts greater than $100,000 are not eligible for any
interest rate buy down from the CEEF funds. Any financed amounts greater than $100,000 will be subject to current market interest
rates and will be determine by the TPFP.

(e)

Customer may seek financing of its project from any third party financing entity provided, however, that any interest buy down that the
CEEF Fund and UI may provide with respect to Customer’s project, if at all, shall only be applicable with respect to TPFP financing
pursuant to the terms and conditions provided for herein.

10. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
(a)

Customer shall not be liable to UI for any damages under this Agreement other than for reimbursement of amounts paid by UI. UI’s
liability under this Agreement shall be limited to paying the incentives specified herein but only as and if such incentives become
payable to Customer and only to the extent that such incentives are not subject to repayment as provided for in this Agreement. In no
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case shall UI be liable to Customer for any special, indirect, consequential, incidental, punitive or exemplary damages of any kind,
including but not limited to loss of use, lost profits, out of pocket expenses by statute, tort or contract, in equity under any indemnity
provision or otherwise.
(b)

UI shall not be liable to Customer for any damages in contract or tort or otherwise (including negligence) caused by any activities in
connection with this Agreement or in connection with the construction or reconstruction of the Facility, including without limitation the
actions or omissions of Customer, Design Professional or any employee, agent, contractor, subcontractor of, or consultant retained by,
UI.

11. INDEMNIFICATION

Customer agrees to indemnify, defend and hold harmless, UI, from any all claims, actions, costs, expenses, damages, and liabilities
including reasonable attorney’s fees, resulting, from death or bodily injury or damage to real or personal property, to the extent caused by
the negligence or misconduct of Customer’s employees or other authorized agents in connection with Customers activities within the scope
of this Agreement, including without limitation, claims arising from Customer’s installation and/or maintenance of HVAC units in compliance
with current standards for the performance of such units published or recognized by ASHRAE. Customer’s duty to indemnify shall continue
in full force and effect, not withstanding the expiration or early termination hereof.

12. NO WARRANTIES
(a)

Customer acknowledges and agrees that neither UI nor any of UI’s employees or consultants are responsible for assuring that the
design, analysis, engineering, and construction or reconstruction of the Facility or installation of any or all of the Individual Measures is
proper or complies with any particular laws, codes, or industry standards, including without limitation, the State of CT Energy Code,
current standards published or otherwise recognized by ASHRAE, the State of Connecticut, or any other governmental agency or
entity.

(b)

Customer understands and agrees that UI does not represent, warrant or guarantee that the installation of any or all of the Individual
Measures pursuant to this Agreement will result in any level of energy savings or result in any measurable energy related benefit.

13. EXISTING and NEW SELF-GENERATION

The incentive amount paid by UI to Customer under this Agreement will be determined by UI based on UI’s evaluation of the net benefit of
the Individual Measure / Measures (as the case may be) for which Customer is receiving an incentive to UI’s customers as a whole (“Net
Customer Benefit”). Accordingly, UI will establish and reserves the right to reduce the incentive amount in order to reflect the impact of
Customer’s existing self generation or new self-generation installed after the Effective Date hereof (as the case may be) to reflect the impact
of such self-generation on UI’s Net Customer Benefit calculation. UI may require Customer to refund to UI all or a portion of the incentive
amount paid to reflect the reduced Net Customer Benefit. Any interconnection of new self-generation to the utility grid must comply with UI’s
then current policies and standards governing such interconnections.

14. FORWARD CAPACITY MARKET AND CLASS III CREDITS:
ISO-NE CAPACITY PAYMENTS

By signing this document, and as a condition to receiving a rebate pursuant to this program, the customer acknowledges and agrees that
any and all payments, benefits and/or credits associated with or applicable to the customer’s participation in the program that is the subject
of this Agreement in connection with the ISO New England, Inc. Forward Capacity Market (“FCM”) or any existing, successor or replacement
markets, (including, but not limited to, any and all transitional FCM credits or payments or any and all other capacity-related credits,
payments and/or benefits for which such customer is eligible) shall be deemed as and form capacity payments, credits and/or benefits of
The Connecticut Light and Power Company, doing business as Eversource Energy (Eversource), or The United Illuminating Company (UI),
as applicable. The customer hereby assigns to Eversource or UI, as applicable, all of its right, title and interest in and to any and all such
capacity payments, credits and/or benefits, and agrees to take any and all action, including executing and delivering any and all
documentation and/or instruments, as requested by Eversource or UI, as applicable, to evidence the same. FCM means the market for
procuring capacity pursuant to ISO-NE Tariff, FERC Electric Tariff No. 3, Section III, Market Rule 1, Section 13, any modifications to the
FCM, or any successor or replacement market/capacity procurement process.

15. CLASS III CONSERVATION CREDITS

Any Class III renewable energy credits and/or conservation credits received in connection with this program shall be retained by the
Companies pursuant to the laws of the State of Connecticut and/or applicable PURA decision in effect as of the date hereof.

16. PAYMENTS ASSIGNED TO CONTRACTORS
(a)

UI Customers may designate in writing the Customer's installation contractor (facility owner or other) or designated Third Party
Financing Provider as the sole recipient of any incentives and/or installation cost reimbursements owed to Customer under this
program. Customer’s written designation shall also state that Customer acknowledges and agrees that it has no further claim or right,
title or interest in and to any such incentives and / or installation reimbursements. The ability to assign payment to contractors shall be
limited to Equipment Replacement measures.

(b)

In addition to the requirements set forth in Paragraph 16 (a) above, Customer must request the change in incentive / installation cost
recipient by signing the designated area on Schedule A.

(c)

In addition to the requirements set forth in Paragraph 16 (a, b) above, if Customer assigns the incentives and/or installation cost
reimbursements to the installing contractor (facility owner or other), Customer must supply or cause its designated recipient to supply
UI with a Letter of Acknowledgement and a completed W-9 containing designated recipient’s Federal Tax Identification number.

(d)

In addition to the foregoing, prior to the release by UI of any incentive/installation cost reimbursement by UI to the Installing Vendor,
Installing Vendor shall execute an acknowledgment in the form attached hereto as Exhibit 1 and Customer shall cause Installing
Vendor to execute the same.
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17. PUBLICITY OF CUSTOMER PARTICIPATION

UI may, with Customer's consent, publicize Customer’s participation in the program, the results of Customer's participation in the program,
the value of incentives paid to Customer by UI under the program, and any other information relating to or in connection with Customer’s
participation in the program.

18. MISCELLANEOUS
(a)

The term of this Energy Conscious Blueprint Standard Agreement will be for ten (10) years from effective date of this Agreement by UI
pursuant to Paragraph 3(b) above.

(b)

The Customer understands that UI is willing to pay the Energy Conscious Blueprint program's incentives based on the long-term value
of the energy efficient measures to UI.

(c)

If at any time during the term of this Agreement the operation of the Facility is modified so as to diminish the value of the energy
efficient measures, UI may require Customer to reimburse UI for all or a prorated percentage of the Compliance Incentive Amounts or
the Energy Conscious Blueprint Incentive Amount paid by UI to Customer.

(d)

If at any time during the term of this Agreement, the Customer's self-generation or purchase of electricity from generation sources that
bypass the UI transmission and distribution system is increased (beyond such purchase/generation existing at the date of signing this
Agreement), UI may require reimbursement by Customer of all or a prorated percentage of the Energy Conscious Blueprint Incentive
Amount and any and all installation cost reimbursements paid by UI to Customer as described in this Agreement, including but not
limited to Paragraph 13.

(e)

The Customer will require any successor to its interest in the Facility during the term of this Agreement (whether direct or indirect, by
sale of the Facility to a third party, by expiration or termination of Customer's lease of the Facility, or by purchase, merger or
consolidation of Customer or all or substantially all of its assets by, with or into a third party), by an agreement in form and substance
satisfactory to UI, to assume and agree expressly to be bound by the provisions of this Agreement. Failure of Customer to obtain such
agreement by the effectiveness of any such succession shall be a breach of this Agreement and shall entitle UI to reimbursement for all
or a prorated percentage of the Compliance Incentive Amounts, the Compliance Plus Incentive Amounts, or the Bonus Incentive
Amounts paid by UI to the Customer under this Agreement.

(f)

This Agreement, including all schedules attached hereto and any Energy Conscious Blueprint Design Grant Agreement entered into
between the parties in conjunction with this Agreement, forms the entire agreement between the parties and supersedes all other
communications and representations related to the subject matter hereof.

(g)

If either UI or Customer desires to modify the content of this Agreement, the modification must be in writing and signed by an
authorized representative of each party in order for the modification to be enforceable against that party.

(h)

Customer may not assign this Agreement without the written consent of UI. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the
benefit of the parties hereto and their respective heirs, executors, personal representatives, successors and assigns.

(i)

Any waiver of any breach of any provisions of this Agreement shall not be a waiver of any subsequent breach of the same or any other
provisions of this Agreement.

(j)

All notices shall be in writing and delivered personally or by overnight courier to the addresses of the parties set forth at the beginning
of this Agreement. Any such notice shall be deemed given on the date delivered.

(k)

This Agreement shall be governed and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Connecticut without regard to its conflicts
of laws and principles.

(l)

All requirements, terms, conditions and provisions of this Agreement which by their nature are incapable of being fully performed within
the period of performance hereof shall survive cancellation, termination or expiration of this Agreement, including but not limited to any
and all reimbursement obligations of Customer hereunder.

(m) The relationship of the parties is that of independent contractors. None of the provisions of this Agreement is intended to create nor will
be construed to create an agency, partnership or employment relationship between or among the parties. No party or any of its
officers, members, or employees, will be deemed to be the agent, employee, or representative of another party.

